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INTRODUCTION AND 
HISTORY 
We, the people of the United States, in order to form 
a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic 
tranquility, provide for the common defense, pro~ote 
the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty 
to ourselves B.nd our posterity, do ordain and establish 
this COllstitution for the United States of America. l 
Theee words of the Preamble of the Constitution of the United 
St·ates of Amerlcp very pOintedly indicate to every citizen of our 
country the fundamontal rights of 11fe, liberty End the pursuit 
of happiness. 
The role of the police in a democratic society is to maintain 
the delicate balance between the liberty of the individual on one 
hand, and the demands of SOCiety for protection against the public 
weal on the other. In the discharge of this role and to uphold 
such liberty, law enforcement personnel must always be objective 
in the performance of their duties. They must be constantly mind-
ful of the constitutionsl rights of the people. 
lpreamble of the Constitution of the United States of 
America. 
1 
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Without security for life, liberty and property, without a 
firm foundation for the n~tiona1 structure, the national fibre 
would slowly corrode. Just as ordered liberty surely is the COM-
panion of freedom, so too, is national discipline eS5.ntisl to our 
way of life. Hence it is obvious that crime, breaches of law and 
order, offenses against the ri,hts of individuals or against the 
government are the greatest of our dangers, a concern within our 
society. 
This is a study of law enforcement, a highly controversial 
subject. It is a report of how an integral part of society func-
tions and the services that are rendered in its workings and oper~ 
tion. 
The administrator of a law enforcement organization faces 
many problems, some internal, involving only its organization, and 
some external, involving directly the public. Probably no organ-
ization in its day-to-day activities races more complex community 
relationship problems than· the modern police depBrunent. 
Centuries ago, there \"ere no police problems comparable with 
those of today. Such problems were much easier to handle. At 
first people were governed by the Ten Commandments. Common law 
commenced to prevail. Then the police readily divided the popu-
lace into two classes: the outlaws and the law abiding. Today 
with the thousands of statutes and ordinances, every citizen 
1s a potential, if not an actual law violator. For his own pro-
J 
taction and the protection of others, every citizen pays taxes to 
have the police department enforce the laws. The very law which 
protects a citizen at one moment harasses him at the next. 
Emphasis is laid throughout tLis study on the tact that a law 
enforcement officer, a policeman, is like other citizens but with 
this difference: he is one who has undertaken a particularly ard~ 
QUS career, calling not only for obvious qualities of courage and 
devotion but for other less obvious qualities of which most people, 
unfortunately, are not conscious. In this career, it 1s painted 
out the law enforcement officer 1s the agent entrusted by his fel-
low citizens with the guardianship of their lives Gnd the mainten-
ance of laws. The police are ever mindful, further, that it is 
the duty of government, not the police, to ensure that rules which 
the police must enforce are framed ana enacted in accord with the 
principles of government. 
'lh. purpose of this theeis is to present a comprehensive 
analysis oJ.: the various elements tha t tend to influence law en-
forcement. '1'0 accomplish this end, the writer will indicate the 
diversified approaches to remedy the practic(s ~hich exist; he 
\dll attempt to show, in addition, what is the interrelationship 
and trend as to the responsibilities of government and of the ser-
vices to be rendered. 
The author utilized in ttlis study tt,e primary lit.erature in 
tbe field of law enforcement; he utilized. as well, related data. 
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such as personal interviews with officials and aides in law en-
forcement agencies and recognized authorities in policing. Final-
ly, personal observation in a large urban police department Hnd 
contacts with other law enforcement agencies in this field were 
taken into con~ideration. 
Unlawful behavior is never a static phenomenon; it grows as 
long as it is not repressad. It is the belief of the most re-
sponsible and best informed authorities that the present period 
of the twentieth century is marked by an increasing wave of crimi-
~81ity due, partly to the lack of ethical principles. partly to 
economic inequalities and pa.rtly to the disease of crime itself. 2 
That crime is a disease and is contagious, there is no ques-
tion.) Its perpetrators are sick. It is known that crimes of 
greater or less magnitude are pr8cticed or encouraged by persons 
who do not think of themselves, and are seldom. thought of as mem-
~ers of the criminal classes, but who willingly profit by the 
crimes of others. 
20r lF,ndo W. Wilson, Police AdministratiQn (New York, 1950), 
p. 1. 
3Edwin H. Sutherland and Donald Cressey, Principles 2l 
Criminology (Chicago, 1955), p. 102. 
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\~ile it is outside the scope of this paper to deal at length 
with the history of police and law enforcement, it 1s essential, 
however, to reflect even if briefly, on the origins of modern 
police departments. 
The word "police" is derived from the Latin, "politis" and 
the Greek "poli.ia n m.eaning government of the city.4 It has come 
to mean that group of men to whom the people. through their 
governmental representatives, have delegated certain of their 
powers in order that the essential tranquility of government and 
the security of its citizens pursuing their lawful occupations 
might be guarded more efficiently. 
The term police designates th6 civil orga.niz8 tion estab-
lished as an instrument of government to enforce the laws a.nd 
regulations which the police ciee:r. necessary for the maintena.nce 
of a certain codified pattern of behavior tt~ey re(;ogn1~e and feel 
they i:Lre obliged to enforce. 
These lalv's and regulations ere rules of civil conc:uct pre-
scribed by the people coramanci1ng ",That they consider to be right 
and prohibiting whet they cono1der to be wrong. 
The police personnel are not recognized by law and/or tra-
d1tion as a force distinct from t.he general body of citizens. 
4v;ebster's New Collegiate Lict.iopary, (Springfield, ;.1a85., 
1950), p. 6537---
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The police themselves possess few powers not enjoyed by the 
ordinary citizen and public opinion has expressed great jealousy 
of any attempts to give them increased authority. 
As police see their role, they are specially qualified men 
paid to perform their duties which they might have done voluntarily 
acting within their rights as citizens. Thus it is quite accurate 
to say that a policeman in reality is a citizen acting on behalf 
of his fellow citizens. 
Agaln, it may be said, that the word police in the broad 
sense means the regulation and control of a community especially 
with reference to the maintenance of publlc order, safety, health 
cmd morals. 5 
As far back in tb.e bistory of ci vili.ation as one wishes to 
look. it may b. found tha t sorne civil force has been deemed neces-
sary to protect members of the cOlI1'Iuni ty and their property from 
one another. Just as armed bodie. were found necessary to protect 
the community from hostil.· acts by outsiders, some means had to be 
found to deal with those within the community who refused to abide 
by the codified pattern of behavior dictated by thB.t particular 
aociety. 
However, as in the history of' criminal law, one seea the 
gradual yielding of private vengeance to public vengeance. correc-
5Rollin M. Perkins. Els!!pent • .2!. Police Science (ChIcago, 
1943), vii. 
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tion and rehabilitation, the legislation of laws and the powers of 
enforcement ha.ve gradually been transferred from the hands of 
state rulers. This has been the natural sequence of events fol-
lo\&!'ing closely the gradual evolution from the arbitrary imposi-
tion of regulations by monarchs, emperore, and dictators to the 
more responsible form of social discipline upon which a democracy 
ie founded. 
The forerunner of the modern police force W8S formed in Lon-
don by Sir hobert Peel in 1829 end although it did not meet wi th 
public approval, the speedy reduction in crime against property 
and persons soon won favor and support. 6 
In this country a true pollce departm.,t was formed at a much 
later date, although there were early movements in this direction. 
In 1699 the province of Massachusetts passed a statute authQrizing 
the establishment of a suitable watch to keep the peace from nine 
in the evening until sunrise. Provision w.aa .lso aade for e. 
"ward" in the daytime. 7 Thua there was the "wat ch and ward "--
night Bnd day service for the purpose of maintaining law and orden 
This scheme of protection waa adopted in a number of large aettle-
aenta alone the eaat coaat of the Colonies. "But ltw •• not until 
6Bruce Smith, Police SI'tlml in Sh! United St,tt. (New York, 
1930), p. 127. 
7Raymond p .• Fosdick, American Polic! Systema (New York, 
1920). p. 59. 
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a statute in New York in 1844 provided for a consolidation of the 
"day and night polica n that the basis for the modern police depart-
ment 1n th1s country may be found. 8 
The police system in the Un1ted States 100 years ago was not 
s11Dple. nor was it completely adequate to meet the needs of the 
time. 9 The multiplic1ty and the duplications of responsibilities 
created a system poorly adapted to deal with the local behavior 
and crime conditions. It was even more inetfective in coping 
with crimes whose ramifications extended beyond the local juris-
diction. Its ineffectiveness was aggravated by the wide expanse 
or territory and the independence of the surrounding communities. 
The law enforcement problem in America is of long standing. 
Springing from the creation of the first police establishments on 
the American shores. it has continued to grow in complexity with 
the passing years. It 1s still a prominent feature of the Ameri-
can scene largely because of long standing errors in the organiza-
tion and management ot police and in the methode employed to as-
sure popular control. 
The police problem 1s due partly to inactivity and neglect 
by the general body of citieens. The early settlers were busy 
SHarry E. Barne. and Negley K. T.eters, N,w Hor1,oD. !n 
Criminology (Englewood Cliffs, 1959), p. 213. 
9V. A. Leonard, Police Organization EPd ~i~em.nt (Brooklyn, 1951). p. 5. 
9 
finding new homes nnd livelihoods flnd thus gave little attention 
to 8 lew enforcement agency. No great thought was given to police 
or to "police problems" until the growth of towns and then cities. 
Even at that early date, it was probably too late to rescue the 
police from the control of the town political machinery which has 
since exploited them 80 thoroughly.IO 
Law enforcement has a deep social significance. Its effi-
ciency or inefficiency affects a community in many ways and e.eX'j' 
one in some way_ It is not something which can be taken or lett 
at will. A police d.par~nent is much more than mere law enforce. 
ment, a negative agency existing soley to capture of tenders. 
Policing has a positive function that should have a deep meaning 
for all the people.ll 
Throughout the course of history, freedom has been a univer-
sal goal of man. The battle against tyranny has been, and is 
today, a constant one. Again, and again, civilizations have 
fought their way upward against terrifying odds to achieve 80me 
form of individual freedom, only to see it engulfed again in the 
darkness of ignorance, inaction and lack of vigilance. 
For approximately one hundred and eighty-five years the plan 
of government conceived by our forefathers ha~ operated with un-
surpassed success. The decentralized form of law enforcement in 
lOSmith, p. 4. 
llSutherland. p. 331 
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the United States is 8 direct and necessary product of the his-
torical development of this country as a nation. The pattern of 
the police agencies as well as the structure of our constitution--
both national and state--follow closely the development of our 
whole governmental pattern. "'hen circumstances dicta.ted the 
necessity, therefore, law enforce~ent agencies or departments, 
developed. l2 As Ii result of this growth, widely diverse depart-
ments in law enforcement emerged in the United States. l3 
Just as the concept of home rule places responsibility for 
the governing process squarely on the individual in the community, 
so too, the responsibility for the enforcement of the law rested 
on exa c tly the same shoulders. 
Thus, it has come about that our police system has grown up 
with the country. Since the growth came about under extra-
ordinary and diverse circumstances, police departments have never 
really enjoyed an opprtunity for orderly and consistent develop-
ment. From the earliest days of modern police departments, the 
police have not found public favor. They continue to be the ob-
ject of attack by the press, the courts, civic and commercial as-
12Ibid, p. 3.30 
13International City Xanagers' Association, Municipal 
Police Administration (Chicago, 1954), p. 51. 
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sociations, labor leaders, politicians. ambitious office seekera, 
reformers and criminals .14 Pol1.c e departments continue to be a 
veritable "whipping post". 
Today, the great and vital factors with regard to law enforc. 
ment are the significant steps forward from that early beginning--
a series of progressive advan ces extending from the rank a.nd file 
through the administrs.tl va echelona--whieh have trClnsformed the 
overall picture ot law enforcement in the United States. 
Decentralized law enforcement 1n the United States is fulfill-
ing its promise. It 1s living up to the great trust which was im-
plicitly stated in the eimple, liberty-giving concepts of the 
Founding Fathers. Law enforcement in this country is beginning 
to come ot age. 
Law enforcement is not a simple success story from an early 
beginning; it is more than that. Against the conditions of the 
time. it is 8 history of dreams end ambitions, of struggle and 
despair, of misunderstanding and even of hatred, of trial and 
error. It is also an account of improvement t;rough experience. 
and the courage of men. 
To evaluste events of 8 century or more ago in the light of 
present day standards and practices is to invite distortion and 
commit injustice. Past eventa can be better weighed and under-
stood in the light of their own times and scenea. 
14Smith, p. 2. 
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Since this study does not sift the detailed record of the 
early turbulent years of this country, the writer does not qualify 
himself as a true historian and attempt to establish the degree 
of historical truth or falsehood behind the charges pertinent to 
the incidents and times. However, a definite degree of relevance 
to the behavior record of modern times must be recognized in past 
events. 
The science of law enforcement is very young in comparison 
with the professions of medicine, law,_ engineering, and teaching; 
these latter have comparatively lengthy historical backgrounds. 
For example. while medicine can trace its history back to Hippo-
crates, about 300 B. C., organized law dl,force.rnent in the Un! ted 
States J in contrast, can point to a.n e.xistence of a little more 
than 100 years.1S 
Thus, New York City's police force was established in 1844. 
Chicago's in 1851, Cincinnati and New Orleans in 1852 and Phila-
delphia and Boston organized in 1854.16 
These small beginnings now measure about 40,000 separate 
police agencies in the United States employing about 250,000 men 
and women at the cost of billions of dollars a year. l ? There 
15American PeoBles EncycloBedia (Chicago, 1948), XV, 10-480. 
16Donal E. J. Mac Namsra. "American Police Administration at 
Mid.Century," Public Administration Review, X, No. J, p. 181. 
l7U.S. Department of Justice, Uniform Crime Relo~j' Annual 
Bulletin, {Washington Government Printing O?rice,9 , p. 13. 
13 
Dre also some twenty or more Federal law enforcement bodies, 50 
state police units as well cS poltce forces of some description 
in approximately 3,000 counties, 16,000 municipalities B.nd more 
than 19,000 to\l!onships in the Un1t~d St!l.tee. l $ 
18U.S. Department of Justice, unAro~ CrAm. Re~ort" 
Annual Bulletin, (Washington Governmentrtnting or ice, 1959), 
p. 17. 
CH).P,!'ER II 
THE FUNCTIONS OF A 
POLICE DEP ARTMEN'; 
The police function as noted in our society may be developed 
from the following: 
The protection of life s.nd property against criminal 
attack and the preservation of the peace have always 
been the primary purpose of police departments. Police 
protection muet a180 be provided against the harmful 
acts, both willful Hnd inadvertent, of the non-criminal 
as well as the criminal clsss. In addition police de. 
partments are charted with the enforcement of a wide 
variety of state and local laws, ordinances, and regula-
tions dealing with all sorts of subj 0 cts. Many of these 
are designed to safeguard the morals of the community, 
and throuch their enforcement the police depart:nent be-
come. the principal ageney of society for protection 
against immoral conduct. For every ill or abu:e:e the 
typical American response is nTher. ought to be a law 
against that," with the result that the stfltutc bo(}ks 
and city ordinance. are filled wi.th prohibitions a-
gainst conduct which many persons regard as innocent. l 
It people think their homes or persons are endangered, they 
call the police. They have been accustomed, since childhood, to 
call the police in any type of emergency. They call the police 
for rescue work in any kind of an accident. They make their COII-
lOrlando W. Wilson, Police Administration (New York, 1950), 
p. 2. 
14 
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plaintB to the police, if they note any kind of public safety 
hazard. By education people seem to turn to the police for pro-
tection or for guidance in any emergency. 
w'hile the duties of law enforcement personnel are varied i the 
primary police duties S •• ill to fall within the following cate-
gories: to patrol the streets, to regulate traffic, to investl-
gate crime, to suppress vice and to control juvenile otfendera. 2 
These day-to-day duti •• and responsibilities of law enforce-
ment are ever present in our society. The citizen of today seems 
to expect police personnel to be constantly on the alert. 
It is axiomatic that the finest of precision tools are of 
little value unless the user knows just how and where he can use 
them most efrectively. This is e.pecially true in the field of 
law entorcement. The most selective system of recruiting. the 
most brilliant type of academy and in-service training, the pro-
curement of the beat type of equipment, while commendable and 
mandatory to the proficiency ot .• ny large police department, would 
be ot comparatively little value unless the peraonnel--trained, 
qualified and capable of utilizing theae advantages. 1& allocated 
so properly aa to obtain the very maximum of eftective coverage.) 
2Internationel City Managers t Association, MuniciE,l Police 
Administration (Chicago, 1954), p. 67. 
3Raymond E. Clift, J, Guide to Modern Police Th1nking 
(Cincinnati, 1956), p. 147. --
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\{hat Methods are employed to accomplish this objective? No 
two police problems are identical in all respects. Each one dif-
rers in its own cirCUmstances. Yet, despite these differences, it 
is still possible to catalog all types of police problems in suf-
ficiently broad general categories to enable the administrators 
to devise plans or blueprints to cover almost all situations. 
The writer sugtesta two general classitications which conceivably 
might encompass all types of problems with which every dep~rtment 
is faced. 
In the first classification, the routine of guneral day-to-
day situations which normally con£ront all police departments 
is found: such II .• , accidents of all types. neighborhood o..iatur-
bancea, lost or missing persons, pur.e snatchings, strong-arm 
robberies, assaults, pick-pockets, thievery of all aorta, and in 
general that sort of situation which one would expect to find in 
a large city Ivery day. 
The firat clasaification might be broken down even further 
by the addition of the s.alonal or the occas1onally special prob-
lem, routine 1n its nature, but not nec •• sar1ly expected every 
day. These leesonal problems are normally expected year after 
year, such 8S 1ncreased traffic problems during holiday seasons 
and school openings And an 1ncrease in petty thievery, pick-
pockets and crowd control in congested areas during holiday shop-
ping seasons. 
17 
Special problems, routine in their ~Bture, might also include 
constant speeia.l surveil181l ce over liquor. gambling Bnd prost1 tu-
tion situations, the appearances of a President or other public 
figure, and funerals of prominent citizens or officials. All of 
these and similar problems occasion the assembling of large groupe 
of people, all of which are specially attended to, but are rou-
tine in their nature because one should expect to meet them in the 
course of routine operations. 
The second general classification is that of the emergency 
type as distinguished from the routine or ordinarily expected 
type. In this group may be found the problem which, while sub-
consciously expected by every police officer, is nevertheless 
sudden, abrupt and, at the moment, unanticipated. It i8 a prob-
lem that at the time of its occurrence require. immediate and most 
effective treatment. In this category would fall the hold-Ups, 
riots, shootings, gun battles, fires, hurricanes, tornadoes, 
floods, accidents, explosions, and similar incidents. 
In a broad sense, all of these situations might be classified 
as normally expected police problems; yet tor technical personnel 
assignment and distribution planning, they might be reduced to the 
category as suggested. Of course, to the average citizen, little 
acquainted with the technical side of law enforcement, allot 
18 
these problema are expected to be met promptly and efficiently, 
and be overcome immediately.4 When police work is effective. the 
public approve.. On the other hand, ~nen mistakes are mad., even 
though they may be innocent and unaVOidable, a wave of loud and 
violent eritiei .. is directed toward law enforcement ofticials. 
Unfair as this attitude may .eem to be, it is one of those 
occupational hasards that the average police officer must learn 
to accept and hear. This writer feels certain that the time i. 
not too distant. when law enforcement officials will be the bene-
fieiarie. of universal approbation. rather than as is too otten 
the case, universal criticism. 
There are. by far, more routine poliee problems than any 
other type. It is logical, thererore. that the great majority 
of available officers, though equipped also to meet special and 
emergency situations. should be assigned to the task of minimizing 
these problema. 
The most etrective method ot controlling, curtailing and mini-
mizing routine problems is the combined use of both foot and. motor 
patrol. S Experience has indicated that the foot patrolman is by 
no means a thing ot the past. On the contrary, the foot patrol-
man is atill the most efrective police weapon in many instancea.6 
4Sruce Smith. Police SI,t!!S in the United State, (New York, 
1920) t p. 366. 
5Wl1son, p. 97. 
6C1i!t. p. 150. 
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Like the City of New York, many cities inaugurated an experi-
mental policy of concentrating large numbers of foot patrolmen in 
heavy crime areas which resulted in a substantial reduction in 
crime. Probably two reasons account for this reduction; first, 
the foot patrolman whose patrol area was not too large, was clo •• 
enough to the scene of the incident to .tfect prevention or to 
make a prompt detection and apprehension; and second, the immbent 
pres.nce or possible appearan at of a foot patrolman in the ill-
mediate vicinity constituted a definite psychological deterrent to 
the potential criminals. 
In routine police work the largest number of toot patrolmen 
possible will provide the maximum efficiency of police operation 
in a restricted patrol area if it is supported by as many squad 
cars as obtainable and if their efforta complement each othere 
activitiea.7 
Day-to-day normal crime in the urban areas could be sub-
stantially reduced by the ~se of this type of coverage. Both 
foot and motor patrols performing complementary functions. manned 
with a ms.ximum of personnel t and constantly patrolling aasigned 
territories or districts, should produce Dazing results. latu-
rally, this method of patrol presupposes every assigned officer i. 
qualified to cope)(1.th each problem he meets through the type of 
7Wilson. p. 98. 
--
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training afforded him by present day police methods. His ability 
as a trained member of a law enforcement agency should never be 
questioned. 
In any scheme of law eniorcement, it should be obvious that 
foot patrol end motorized patrol lind the allocation and distribu-
tion of personnel to routine assignments ahould be carefully 
planned so tha.t they are flexible and capable ot manipulation in 
the event of 8.n emergency requiring the temporary wi thdrawal of 
some personnel for use eleewhere.8 This should be accomplished 
with a minimua of operational impairment. 
Although routine in nature, traffic control (accident pre-
vention and investigation) i8 a definite part of the police func-
tion B.nd responsi bili ty. 9 The use of special! zed units for this 
function depende upon the circumstances and conditions that ~n"ise 
in a particular locality. Normally, it is to be tound that the 
traffic unite are generally charged with this responsibility, but 
they also wor~ in conjunction with the other patrol units in the 
interest of tlme and efficlency. 
Police adminiatrutors should remember that the greatest por-
tion of the job of any polt"ce department 1s routine ln ita nature; 
this cioea not necessarily mean routine in £1 dull or uneventful 
Sv. A. Leonard, Police Organization and MansgemenlO (Brooklyn, 1951), p. 260. 
9Wilson. p. 98. 
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sense but in the sense that they are normal daily occurrences.10 
Hence, while every effort should be made to distribute and assign 
men in such a manner as to attend first to routine functions, at 
the same time they must be alert and prepared to meet various 
emergencies. 
It is difficult to conceive every type of emergency situation 
that might arise, tor an emergency in itself is a sudden, unex-
pected incident, potentially tragic and calling for immediate and 
capable attention. 
Departments necessarily must possess the equipment to carry 
out their emergency capabilities; many times, for example, it is 
as necessary for the police to assist in caring for sick and in-
jured parties as it is for prisoners and other citizens in need 
of emergency service. 
~~ile economic and social problems fall into the hands of 
Economists a.nd Sociologists, the intimate handling of people in 
distress is usually the duty of the police officer. How to rec-
ognize and handle problem situations must not be learned by trial 
and error. The law enforcement officer must have the pertinent 
information and skill to discharge his many duties confidently 
and efficiently. 
lOClift, p. 153. 
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Every law enforcement offi cer is charged with protecting Ii vel 
and property.l1 This objective is the goal toward which every 
police officer and police official should constantly turn his 
sights. Though he may reserve to himself the fundamental con-
stitutional right to criticize, the citizen recognizes and will 
concede that top gr:de police service is an indispensable neces-
sity to society. Without it there would be chaos and disorder. 
\'iith it. citizens can enjoy life in public peace And civic order 
which helps them maintain a respect for the rights of their fel ... 
low men. 
llEdwin H. Sutherland and Donald R. Cressey, Principles 2l 
Criminology (Chicago, 1955), p. 332. 
CHAPTER III 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND 
ADMINISTRATION 
The law enforcement machinery is an instrument of the people 
and the effectiveness of its application depends upon the prepara-
tion, training, and integrity of the police officer upon who •• 
shoulders the burden of application ralls. 
The administration and the management of the law enforcement 
organization is the responsibility of the executives of govern-
ment and its duly authorized representative and as such is a prime 
factor in our society. 
There is no short cut to a solution of the law enforcement 
problems; and, although the crime problem is slowly but steadily 
growing nationally despite increases in police strength, exposure 
o! crime combines, investigations by legislative committees and 
by the civilian crime commissions, there 1s no new technique or 
procedure that can be advanced as of right now. 
2) 
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The following i. an excerpt from a bulletin of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation:l 
Major crime. were over the 2-milllon mark for the fourth 
year but a slight DECREASE of two-tenths of one per cent 
made 19'5 the first year in eight not to register an in-
crease. 
POPULATION j.,NL CRIME: Population has increased 9 per cent 
and crime has increa.ed 20 per cent sinee 1950--the per-
centage increase in crime i8 almost 3 times that of the 
popula.tion. 
(Major crlmea--raurder, manelaughter by negligence, rape, 
robbery, aggravated assault, burglary-breaking and enter-
ing, larceny-theft, and auto-theft.) 
The foregoing glye. an indication ot what the law enforcing 
agencies in the United States have to contend with in their day-
to-day activities. 
In order to appraise the organization of a law enforcement 
agency, it 18 imperative that the following fundamentals be ob-
.erved: 1. adequacy of command; 2. proper grouping of police 
functional activities; and 3. sound .ethods of operation and con-
trol. 
Adequacy o£ command arrangements would be interpreted as the 
proper span of control for the chief administrative officer, the 
chief of police. 2 For effective supervision the span of control 
must not be too broad. Too many superior officers reporting 
lU.S. Department of Justice, Unifgrm grime Rgports, Annual 
Bulletin, (Washington Printing Office. 195 , p. • 
2International City Managers· ASSOCiation, Muniqipal Police 
Administration (Chicago, 1954), p. 75. 
jiP 
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directly to the chief executive for approval of actions or 
guidance becomes cumbereome. The daily activities of a chief 
administrative officer and down through the line in the adminis-
trative units of s.n agency are many; personal interviews, public 
relations matters, ana the devoting of sufficient time to planning 
so requisite to a progressive police department. And hence, the 
competence and reliability of subordinates and the ability of the 
department head to delegate authority aust be determined. 
The proper grouping of police functions under unified command 
is as well recognised in law enforcement 8S it is in busineas acl-
ministration. It is sometimes difficult to realize bow sprawled 
out a police department can beco.e. The haphazard growth that 
comes into being when a department grows gradually with a city 
often results in a splatter of organisational police units. It 
is known that like or related tasks belong together and function 
better under singular direction. Failure to clearly and pre-
cisely define the function and limits of a given unit adds materi-
ally to ita becoming an entity in itself; not a working member ot 
the team, but an independent organisation assuming new and greater 
proportions. 
Every police department haa tho •• units wbieb do the fighting 
i.nd those which help to fight. Those taske lnvol "ed in actually 
bringing the police service to the people may be called line ac-
tivities and those which support the fighting members may be call-
ed staft ser"i ces. 
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The public mostly comes in contact with the operating divi-
sions such as the patrol force, the detective or criminal inves-
tigator, the traffic division. the crime prevention division and 
the vice investigative unit. Supporting these units may be found 
the recorda and identification, the communications, laboratory, 
per.~~nelt training, planning, detention and maintenance units. 
These \are all tactors that the overall law entorcement agency 1s 
directly concerned with in its daily activity. 
Not to be discarded is the method of control--direct super-
vision. There should be a method of ascertaining that the two 
major .ervices; the line division and the ataff division,are per-
forming according to departmental standards. to cheek on the ade-
quacy of the command arrangements, to assiat in correlating all 
activ1tie& &nU tu keep vn a high plane personal integrity and 
general efficiency. It may be considered that this method ot con-
trol i8 a form of insurance ne.ded by the adainistrator to se. 
that assignments are carried out. 
Change. in police administration do not represent pro~res. 
except when they increase police effectlvene •• in the accomplish-
ment ot their alm8. Effectivene •• in the accomplishment of the 
police purpose .eans more than the suppression ot criminal ac-
tivity and the apprehension and conviction of criminals. As 
noted the primary police functions may be considered the prot.c-. 
tioD ofliie, liberty and property and thus the as.urance of a 
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peaceful, convenient and pleasant way of life for all pervons in 
accordanee with the supreme law of the land, the Constitution of 
the United States. 
Failure 1n the accomplishment of the law entorc9ment goal in-
variably makes the life of some law-abiding person unsatisfactory. 
Progress, therefore, may be measured in part by public satisfac-
tion with police services. But public opinion is fickle; it is 
sometimes quickly changed by relatively unimportant incidents. 
Crime and accident rates and the proportion of crimes 'cleared by 
arrest and of stolen property recovered give some evidence of ac-
complishment by individual police forces, but incomplete statis-
tics and the lack of uniformity in their record keepine procedures 
make it impossible for an accurate appraisal of police progress 
during the past century. 
The population of this country has grown rapidly during the 
past century, and has become more and more concentrated in urban 
areas. Population density apparently promotes criminal behavior. 
ThiS, together ~:ith rapid growth B.nd urbanization of the popula-
tion, has made more difficult the aS5uran.C8 of a peaceful: con-
venient, and pleasant community of life. In consequence, the 
police have been burdened with many new tasks designed to increase 
their overall responsibilities. 
Improvements in transportation have provided the population 
with a mobility thst has complicated the repression find 8ucceS8-
ful investigation of crime. These improvements also fostered a 
migrant class which lacks community roots th~t provide a desir-
able control for those who lead more settled lives. 
Automobiles for example have added to police burden; they 
have stimulated and facilitated the commission of certain types 
of crimes, and the regulation of their movement and control--such 
as parking--occupies a very high percentage of police effort in 
some communities. 
The preservation of peace, the protection of life and pro-
perty, the safeguarding of civil rights, and the maintenance of 
social order are essential to the function of a democratic 80-
ciety. 
To provide for this peace, security, safety, Bnd freedom, the 
local police department is engaged in activities designed to en-
force the law, detect 8~d apprehend criminals, prevent crime and 
delinquency, provide safety in commercial organizations, and pro-
mote highway safety. 
Although considerable progress has been made in police pro-
cedures, selection, training, and equipment, advances in techni-
cal proficiency have not been paralleled by equal progress in the 
techniques of the internal management of a police department. 
Police science has been advancing faster at the bottom of the de-
partment than at the top; thus, while great effort has been de-
voted toward the improvement of the patrolman and the detective 
at the bottom, relatively little attention has been given to the 
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development of competent police administrators at the top. 
Administration with a police department requires not only 
successful experience by law enforcement personnel, but also 
speciel tal€nts and a number of particular skills that are not ac-
quired in tlie course of ordinary police training and experience. 
It is often suggested that college trained people be put in 
administrative positions without realizing that academically 
tr~ined personnel must supplement their classroom preparation with 
first hand experience of the duties ano responsibilities in the 
field of law enforcement. They must have time to acquaint them-
selves with the factors functioning in a practical situation. 
After a period of thorough indoctrination Bnd on the job 
tr&ining performance, a qualified group of police personnel may 
be trained on the level of junior executive training programs in 
industry. 
Since one of the most effective guards against crime is a 
well trained and disciplined pollce department with competent ad-
ministrators, it 1s ohvious that a vigilant and aggressive citi-
zenry can expect the maximum output consistent with the abilities, 
energies, interesta ~nd motives of the people in the field of law 
enforcement.) 
With regard to crime causation, it would be difficult to 
devise a combination of factors more conducive to crime and dis· 
)0 
order than is found in the typical city of the United States. 
Rarely does history record so many people of various beliefs and 
modes of conduct grouped together in so competitive and complex 
a socinl structure as the urbsn areas. The confusing variety of 
religious ,)nd political creeds» national origins, and diverse cul-
tures is matched only by the extremes of ideals, emotions, and 
conduct found in the individual. 
The following is a list of 80me of the factors which affect 
crime ln a community:4 
1. 
2. 
j. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
Population of the city and metropolitam area a.dja cent 
thereto. 
The composition of the population with reference 
particulary to age, sex, Bnd race. 
The economic status and activities of the population. 
Climate. 
:tducation. recreational, end religious facilities. 
Number of police employees per unit of populbtion. 
Standards governing the a.ppointments to the police 
force. 
Policies of the prosecuting officials e.nd the courts. 
Attitude of the public toward lew-enforcement problems. 
Degree of efficlency of the local lsw enforcement agency. 
Charged with maintaining this precarious order by enforcing 
confused and duplicated laws. municipal, county, rnd state sta-
tutes, is the local police department. Although this would prove 
a difficult task uneer ideal conditions, it is aggravated by un-
usual factors of our mode of every day life. 
4U.S. DepBr~~ent of Justice, Uniform Crime Resort!, 
Annual Bulletin (\\'ashington Government Printingllice f 1956). 
p. 12. 
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Although the princ iples and pra cti ces of sound organization 
found in many text books would seem to fit police deparbnents 
large and small, their application becomes progressively more dif-
ficult as the size of the department increases. hs the growing 
complexity of the great cities creates more Br~ more varied prob-
lems J the polic e organizati on tends to subdivide ane take on new 
tasks in an effort to cope with the pressing daily problems. Al-
most invariably, the lines of demarcation between primary respon-
sibility, service, and non-police elements of the organization be-
come narrower and less distinguishable. At this point the wisdom 
of first laying a foundation of public 5uPI,ort should become ap-
parent to those concerned. vd,th the administration of law enforce-
ment. Every police scti vi ty however ineffectuEl snd costly, ha.s 
public supporters who, because of selfishness or misunderstanding, 
will oppose its reduction or elimination. Unless the administra-
tor has enlisted broad support, his attempts to reform the police 
structure wi 11 be defeated by small but voca.l interest groups. 
Modern concepts of police responsibility have also imposed 
some new tasks on the police ana have increased the proportion of 
police effort directed at others. Thus, while police administra-
tors are devoting increasing attention to the problem of juvenile 
delinquency; special divisions are charged with the control of 
juvenile behavior and some form of treatment of the problem child-
ren. I~ recogni tion by both the police and' the public of the rela-
)2 
tionship between vice and organized crime with its corruption and 
acts of terrorism has resulted in an increasing proportion of po-
lice effort directed at their repression. An acknowledgment ot 
the need tor direct or indirect public support has also resulted 
in the directing of police responsibilities into new channels. 
lnfonning the public. organizing the community, and improving 
their public relations are tasks that are recognized today by pro~ 
gressive police administrators 8S essential to the effective ac-
complis~ent of their purpose. Although little realized but 
nevertheless true. a hig~ degree or civic order that Americans 
enjoy is directly traceable to etricient law enforcement agencies. 
Essential to the efficient conduct of police duty is a com-
plete mutual understanding between the public and the police. No 
responsible person would suggest that the police officer should 
be unnecessarily hupered in the performan,ce of his duty. Un-
fortunately, in some instances, he ie coerced by local political 
power. This is 8 practic. which corrupts and undermines the pro-
per enforcement of law and order. 
There must be established definite rapport for complete pub-
lic cooperation. 
The public is rightly jealous of its liberties and •• intains 
close guard les8 police action should interfere with the property 
rights and civil rights of the individual. It is equally 1l1portart. 
for the public to appreciate that without the maintenance of 
)) 
civilian imposed law and order, basic civil liberties would be 
threatened; and when considering the liberties of the individual 
suspected of a crime, not be unmindful of the fact that the crime 
itself involved a serious invasion of the rights and libertie. of 
another person or persons. 
With the f.eling of independence and the enjoyment of liber-
ties and freedom. brought about by living under a democratic sys-
tem, people are inclined to 108e sight of the responsibility they 
owe to the law enforc.~ent agencies charged with the duty of en-
suring that these liberties and freedoms are not impaired. 
There can be no order or peace and security in a society 
where there i8 no discipline. In a democracy, society impose. 
this discipline upon itself and employs certain of its members 
who are specifically qualified to enforce it. Those 80 charged 
make up the modern police force and thus the citizenry has a r.el-
ing and assurance of collective security within their environment. 
Turning to urban law ·enforcement, a d.iscuslion of police 
techniques should be prefaced with a word of caution; there are 
tew gres.ter pitfalls in police work today than the pr&cti ce of 
adopting a technique for its own sake. Due to a lack ot accurate 
work-measurement devices, such as commerce has in its profit and 
1088 syst •• , administrators and other officers often go through 
the motions of new prooedures and scientific te;bntques with 
/~-, "": , ,'-.'; 1.,o'''! 
li ttle attention to whether or not results ,~~'ro'rthcomintr'~~'\LaW 
\
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enforcement cannot me.sure its results in dollers and cents; this 
is an intangible item--A Service. 
Law enforcement is totally dependent upon the public for its 
life, its strength, and its .ffectiveness. It cannot divorce it-
self from the community and seek to exist alone. However critical 
the need may be for professional law enforcement status, it will 
not coae into being until the public it.elf, recognises the need. 
A great need of law enforcnent necessarily i8 not higher author-
ity but an awareness of greater responsibility at the citizen 
level. 
Police cooperati.on shows 8 tendency to expand, but the future 
of this cooperation must rest upon the mutual good faith of the 
ageneiea concerned. At the beginning of the present century many 
of the devices which now aid cooperation. such as two-way radio, 
point-to-point radio, teletype, handi-talkie, speed-photo, and 
telephone car-to-car communication were unknown in many depart-
ments; from the talking stage in recent years, these police aida 
in law enforcement are gradually bei.ng utilized to their full 
potential. 
Rapid developments in comaunications and transportation have 
nec.ssitated change in modern methods of police cooperation. 
Today, crime is no longer alwaya a locsl matter. It i8 when crime 
crossea town, city or state borders that the processes of depart-
mental cooperation must come into play. Experience has demon-
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streted that the present system of cooperative l&.w enforcement--
national. sta.te. and local--i8 the best system. 
A close examination of the facts indicates th~t the tools of 
effective law enforcement lie within the grasp of every city and 
county which choose to use them. Those communities which do not 
utilize the crime-fighting weapons at hand, but 8.ttempt to shift 
the responsibility for crime in their area to elsewhere, are not 
seeking a solution; in fact, indulging in such a maneuver can have 
no good results. 
The fields of knowledge of the sciences and administration 
and of police operations have been explored by book-wise and for-
ward looking police personnel and others with a manifest interest 
in the betterment of law enforcement functions, and, too, profes-
aionalization. 
As the areas of police thinking and the fields of police 
operation are pushed to ever wider horizons, the police officer's 
library becomes broader and, too, specizlied in its coverage. 
Inevitably a thorough treatment of each field of police interest 
demands an almost microscopiC attention to detail. 
AS noted, the New York State Legislature in the year 1844 
established the first reel municipal police force in this country 
for the city of New York with an authorized strength of 800 men. 
Soon after in 1855, a Chicago Ordinance authorized a police 
force of .3 captains, 6 sergeants and 60 patrolmen. 
--
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Today, by contrast, the City of New York has a complement of 
police personnel amounting to twenty-four thousand. In Chicago, 
the crossroads of the country, there are eleven thousand police 
officers. 
A survey conducted in 1931 by the Citizen's Police Committee 
created to study "ChicBE'O Police Problems" recommended that the 
department, upon an analysis of the services rendered at that 
time. be increased from five thousand to thirteen thousand mem-
bers--an increase of eight. thousand. 5 At that time, the vehicle 
complement was 87 pieces; as contrasted with 1,242 pieces of 
vehicular equipment today. 
According to the national Census of 1950, there were over 
150,697,)61 people in the United States. There were of thi.s num-
ber, 87,066,845 living in 3,781 cities indicating how tnewide 
spread work of the urban police department provides for the col-
lective security of these people. 
As of April 30, 1958,·full-time pol~ce personnel averaged 
1.8 per 1,000 inhabitants (1958 estimated population). In the 
largest cities (those with over 250,000 inhabitants) there were 
2.4 police employees per 1,000 inhabitants. 
t:. ~Citizents Police Committee. Chicago Police Problems 
(University of Chicsro Press, 1931), p. 4Ab. 
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The following interesting data indicates the percenta.ge of 
police employees per 1,000 population:6 
Population 
Over 
250,000 
100,000 
to 250,000 
50,000 
to 100,000 
25,000 
to 50,000 
10,000 
to 25,000 
Less than 
10,000 
Number ot 
Cities 
4.1 
63 
128 
269 
797 
2,406 
Police per 
1,000 Population 
1.6 
1.5 
1.4 
1.3 
1.3 
6U•S• Department of Justice, Uniform Crime Resrrt., 
Annual Bulletin. (Washington Government Prlnting?ice, 1959), 
p. 13. 
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An axiom that applies to law enforcement a8 well as to pri-
vate enterprise is that skillful administrators are vital to every 
dynamic successful form of business. It is the responsibility of 
those in an executive capacity to plan, direct, and control the 
operation ot an organization. 
Administration is the guidance, leadership, and control of 
the efforts of a group of individuals towards a common goal. d 
Clearly the good administrator is one who enables the group to 
achieve its objectives with a minimum expenditure of resources 
and effort and the least interference with other worthwhile but 
secondary activiti.s. 
Educators in the field of aa.nagement indicate that pertinent 
subject matter assiats the administrator in performing his present 
tasks more successfully, and prepare. hi. as well for higher and 
wider responsibility. With the furtherance of training, an organ-
ization, the police department, i8 attempting to achieve a "depth-
pattern" of potentially pr.epared executive reservea. In the pre-
senting of such 8 projected program for a reserve nucleus of ad-
ministrators, a unified foundation for lIore competent performance 
8.t any e.dm1nistrative level of activity i8 to be established. 
dV. A. Leonard, Police Organi"tion ~ Management (Brooklyn, 1951), p. 20. 
i: 
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The chief of police. the higher echelon of the department, 
should constantly seek to introduce, extend, and sharpen adminis-
trative applications and perpetuate orientational and in-service 
training curricula on the departmental level as well as on the 
commBnd l.v.l. Programs celling for frequent conferencee should 
comprise those principles 2nd current practices of assisting in 
discussing operational functions of the personnel's responsibili-
ties. 
It is becoming inerea.s1ngly importe.nt and nec.s.ary that the 
training progr81ls be planned to pIa at e.phasiSi on developing of-
ficers for supervision and command function. The function and 
duties of law enforcement officer. have so grown in complexity 
that without special training a commending officer i8 doo •• d to 
failure a8 8 supervisor or administrative officer. He is certain 
to end up as inefficient or emotionally disturbed or both. 
Industry and business have alwa.ys lIlaintainea a system of pre-
paring men for responsibility by hiring young college trained men. 
By this method they have had a wealth of material to develop and 
move forward to those positions requiring supervisory or adain1e-
trative knowledge. When a business fails, many times it is 
learned that the prinCipal cause of the organi_ation's failure 
(decline) was due to its tailure in training and developing execu-
tives. 
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Although in law enforcement there is not that same flexi-
bility in hiring personnel that big business enjoys, yet good 
citizen morale as well as police morale demands that the best at-
tainable procedure to personnel selection should be uppermost in 
the minds or governmental officials and citizens allke. 
However, it 1s a deplorable observation that the general 
public givel little thought to the matter of .electing policemen 
to whom they Owe .0 much not only for the protection of their 
m:iterlal wealth but SOIletimes also for their very existence. 
To many citizens, the only qualifications a policeman must 
bave are a strollg body and a "eak mind. He i8 paid accordingly. 
He Is not only pegged in the economic scale lower than that ot a 
unskilled laborer but otten regarded ~ith suspicion &nci with con-
teMpt. The citizenry, also, tails to recogni.e that not every-
one can qualify to be a good and competent police officer. 
The average citlzen doe. not understand that for one to be a 
good police officer, he should be a lIan of exceptional qualities 
of character, body and mind, who will not crack or bend when "the 
chips are down." He must posaeas great moral ~nd physical courage ,I 
and the superior intelligence to cope with cri.e. and critical 
situations which arise without warning or expectatioD, such .a 
fire., storms, explosions, floods and crimes of violance, as well 
as the le •• hasardous but, nevertheless, demanding episode. which 
--
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occur daily such as rights and dispute. between citizens, .erious 
accidents, and other emergencie., including acute illness ana 
childbirth. 
In the performance of his duties, the police officer must 
sometimes make life and death decisions on the spur of the moment, 
split-second decisions, without the advice or assistance of other& 
His circle of activity calls upon him to posses. the el.ments of 
a hero who puts his own life on the line, have the foresight of a 
lawyer who must apply the law to a fleeting situation, the wisdom 
of a judge who must make immediate deCisions on controversial and 
sometimes obscure fact., the ability of a psychiatrist who must 
distinguish realities from fanci •• , and with it all, to have a 
sense of dedication to the .ervice he pertorms, tinally, he must 
possess a sense of humor for the incidents that he must handle in 
his day-to-day contact with the citizenry. 
Candidate patrolmen eome to a department after merit board 
or civil service examinations designed to supply personnel for the 
specific pOSition of police officer. It is telt that • definite 
phase of the selection process should be the establi8hment ot an 
oral phase. Here, an oral board 'WOuld ha.ve the opportunity to 
physically see the applicant, 8tudy him and find out "just what 
the individual 18 like." 
jP' 
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The writer believes toot this oral phase should be considered. 
an integr.l part of the .election process which would tend to 
eliminate the unfit. otherwise, after a normal probation period 
) 
a department would be saddled with such ~n individual for an un-
determined period of time. 
Citizens generally are unaware of the burdens placed on the 
police officer trom the point of view of his need to make quick 
and efficient appraisals B.nd judgments of situations, decisions 
stemming trom his basic intellectual and emotlonal aasets. Such 
attributes are normally expected in the judiciary, but a police 
officer in a lifetime ot .ervice may .ake more decisions daily 
than originate on a bench in a month. The •• decisions are just 
as important and just as easential to the well-being of the com-
munity, but are frequently more difficult because of local emo-
tional pre •• , lack of time, and situational stresses. The police 
officer and, obviously, his superiors must then poss.as adequate 
maturation and emotional stability for their everyQ8.y functions. 
It can therefore be assumed that the need for an adequate selec-
tion program is well recognized. 
It is the opinion of the writer that the probation period for 
a recruit should be a period of at least one full year. A rigid 
aggressive program of elimination in the probation period will de-
tect many personnel problems. In this manner a supervisor would 
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have a better opportunity to "weed out" a member who does not aeem 
to make the grade, or is misplaced, or does not confonnto the 
customs and follow the proper procedure of law enforcement. 
It may be said .that an adequate selection program 'Will never 
guarantee absolute perfection since men change with time and situa-
tion. Such aelection, however, if carefully done, would yield a 
total police personnel of superior emotional stability and ade-
quate intelle~tual capacity, a process which will rapidly further 
police work in developing the status that it must hold in the 
future development of this country. 
After the successtul candidates have been employed, the law 
enforcement agency nurtures and, by its orientation-indoctrination 
and recruit training, its subsequent department in-service train .... 
ing and its supplemental academic training. tries to see that the 
citizenry has a police depart.ment well-equipped ~nd well-fortified 
to handle its responsibility and .erit ciVic praise. 
From this source of recruit personnel comes the supervisory 
and cOlnDu1nd personr,el of the future. Herein liea the crux of the 
problem that i8 existing in the .field of administra.tion and law 
enforcement. 
With this in mind, it is significa.nt to be determined to 
have leaders imbued with the idea of fulfilling broader respon-
sibilities and thus, to analyze snd critically examine the needs. 
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Outside help from recognized professions of the legal. social, 
psychological, and educational fields should be sought to help 
assist and in turn give strength and guidance to the workings of 
law enforcement personnel. An integrated approach to management 
problems in law enforcement must be recognized and examined with 
a view to seeking an understanding ~,nd a procedural set-up for the 
benefit of all personnel. Law enforcement cannot but gain im-
measurably. 
It is safe to assume with an ever increasing population, that 
the police serVices will be multiplied and the routine police 
practices, functions, and assignments will be noticeably greater. 
Compliance with ?aw and regulation is obtained either by 
developing a public willingness to conform to the desired pattern 
of behavior or by compelling peol;le to conform by threEl.t of punish-
mente 
Enforcement and the development of attitudes favorable to 
law observance cannot be completely separated, with the police 
tree to choose one and reject the other. Instead, their use is 
e matter ot degree or emphasis. 
It is needless to point out that sound judgment is a neces-
sity and the competent administrator must seek out policies and 
procedures to accomplish his objective. The administrative of-
i 
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ficer-in-charge of a modern police department of today must be 
critical of all his actions end endeavor to obtain fair adjust-
~ent to all situations for harmony among the citizenry of these 
United States. 
CH1,PTER IV 
PLANNING AND THE N~ HORIZON 
Success in any endeavor 1s dependent on preperation; planning 
constitutes the field work of policing and it should be directed 
toward securing the maximum efficiency with an economy of re-
sources. With tr;~lined personnel properly distributed. the chief 
administrator can direct the striking power of his organization 
in an effective manner. This specialization encompasses three 
specific functions; dove .... tailing one another, planning, orgeniz-
ing and controlling. The degree of efficiency in current and 
future operations should be subject to periodic review. l 
The planning function pertains to the steps taken in develop-
ing a program specifying wh~t and how operative functions are to 
be performed. Such plans should be written or printed in detail. 
After plans have been developed, organizing is next in order. 
This step calls for the procurement of necessary personnel to 
carry out the plun, selection of necessary eqUipment and the es-
tablishment of lines of authority and communication between the 
various units. 
lOrlando W. WIlson, Poliee Administration (New York. 1950), 
p. 4411. 
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By means of control, the administration first gives direction 
to the program and second, evaluates results in comparison with 
desired objectives. Thus through direct supervision and observa-
tion, as well as reports and records, the administrator is assured 
that his organization is carrying out planned programs. There-
fore, police planning substantiates the very important fact that 
all facets of the program developed are interacting to the de-
sired end. 
The duties and the operation of the patrol force (the back-
bone of the department) are indispensable to the accomplishment 
of law enforcement. 2 Patrol personnel represent the basic ele-
ments of the police functions, being charged with the responsi-
bility for the proper performance of police duties. They must be 
verestile. 
Specialized units, such as the detective, traffic and 
crime prevention units, may be termed ae aSSisting agencies to 
the patrol force. Over emphaSis in the direction of specialized 
services, at the expense of the patrol force, will inevitably 
re8ul~ in the creation of a vicious cycle; since the weakening 
of the patrol force will serve to increase the burden placed on 
the specialists. Police aanpower is limited, and the increased 
2International City Managers' Association, Municipal 
Police Administration (Chicago, 1954). p. 255. 
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specialization results in 8 diminished patrol.) Failure to rec-
ognize this concept will result in an unbalanced organization. 
;'ew police depe.rtmente J if any. ever have all the manpower 
and equipment they need. As 8 result, distribution and assign-
ment of available personnel 1s one of the major administrative 
planning problems confronting Police Management. Thus ari.e. the 
complex problem of an equitable distriLltion among the Districts 
or Precincts into which the city is divided. 
Each district (area) haa certain jobs essential or peculia.r 
to the operation of a specific tour of duty, (12:00 Midnight to 
8:00 A.t-1 •• S:OO A.M. to 4:00 P.}.~., Emd 4:00 P.M. to 12:00 Mid-
nirht ), which must be filled, regardle.a of the district'. rela-
tive status in connection with crime or complaint factors. Con-
ditions and circumstances dictate the aize of the force required. 
A sound, tlexible formula, subject to periodic review and 
adjustment, is needed, to maintain a mean level in the light of 
continually changing conditions. There are several ways which 
may be used as a. basis tor manpower distribution. For example: 
1. Distribution and assignment in accordance with the 
need, baacd on time studies of each police function 
encountered or anticipated. 
2. Allocation of personr.el me.de in direct proportion 
to the work .... load experience as reflected by der;art ... 
mental statistics and records. 
'Wilson, p. 8). 
~ , I 
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). A high percentage of men concentrated. in e few high 
incident crime areas during the hours when violations 
occur most frequently. By minimizing crime in an 
area where it is prevalent, the tots.l crime rate of 
the city should be apprecIably reduced. Then again. 
B. heavy diversion of assigned personnel to a concen-
trated are. might merely cause a transfer of criminal 
activities to a new locale. 
A study of the foregoing leads to the conclusion that the 
following factors should be taken into consideration relative to 
the allocation of patrol personnel: 
1. Part I Of tenses (Offenses Known) Uniform Crime Reporting 
2. Part II Offense. (Persons Known) Uniform Crime Reporting 
3. Miscellaneous "Called-for" Servi ces. 
4. Accident. (Vehicular and Non-vehicular) 
5. Arrests 
6. Population 
7. Area (Physical Layout) 
To summarize, allocation of patrol personnel should be made 
on a b~8is of where and when it is most urgently required as in-
dicated by departmental records and not on the basie of demands 
of pressure groups. Creation of an adherence to a sound method 
of distribution of patrol personnel enables the administrator to 
successfully withstand unjustifiable criticism of his allocation 
of available personnel. 
It is axiomatic that the first line of defense against un-
lawful behavior is the policeman. In la.w enforcement. police per-
sonnel are in the extremely difficult position of having most of 
their failures proved sensational, while most of their successes 
go unnoticed. Moreover, it seems that increasingly they are vic-
--
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tims ot circumstances; even while the tendency toward law evasion 
and violation steps up with the concentration of populBtion, the 
police are simultaneously under inereasing pressure to protect 
every possible facet of constitutional rights. And, that per-
sonal freedom must be preserved is a fundamental concept in our 
society and there i8 no question that eternal vigilance is the 
price of preserving these precious freedoms. The citizenry must 
have its treedom, snd there must be the police, but the community 
should be managed in such a way that the law enforcement officer 
can maintain order and be relieved of the mental end legal hazards 
at present involved in the simple enforcement of fundamental laws. 
The major problem facing law enforcement today is establ1sb-
mg some .eana of overcaaing the hazards that modern environment 
seems determined to put in the path of police personnel. 
Law enforcement waa desit?')led originally for the purpose of 
preventing crime by apprehending criminals as quickly as po.aibl~4 
Today nearly every avenue of prevention by this means is blocked 
in one way or another, while the influences that tend to promote 
disorder ond unlawful activities grow on e.ery s1de. 
The day has arrived when no police executive dares to place 
officera who are untrained for the job on the street or in squad 
care. No one will, or can, deny that theae jobs are diff'icult. 5 
4H&rry 
Criminology 
.5Ibid. 
E. Barnes ~nd Negley K. 'reeters, !!l! HJt'lZ0ll!! !D. (Englewood Cliffa, N.J., 1959), p. 21 • 
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Certainly no comparable body of men is faced with the complex-
ities of everday routine assignments that the modern police of-
ficer is called upon to handle. The policeman must not only he 
physically fit and mentally alert. but he also must be intellec-
tually equipped to make split-second decisions; and these deci-
sions must be correct ones. 
Probably at no time in the history of policing are adminis-
trators laced with problems of as grave importance as those of 
today. Major crime shows a steady increaee.6 Delinquency among 
juveniles has reached startling proportions. Traffic in munici-
pal areas presents a problem of such magnitude that our best 
brains are being taxed to find a solution.? Yet these, and 
many like problems, daily call for police action and resolution. 
Badly undermanned as are almost all departments, police ad-
ministrators believe that the great current need in policing is 
not more men but "better" men.a This beliet in no manner d1s-
credits the fine work being done by many police officers. It 
merely emphasizes the need for exceptional men; officers who are 
equipped with the "know-how" to cope with the difficult problema 
of the day. 
6Federal Bureau of Investigation. unifonn Crime Hegorts. 
Annual Bulletin, (Washington, 1959), p •• 
7Traffic Institute Northwestern Univereitrl Traffic Accident 
Investigator'.! Manusl f.2r. Police, (Evanston, ';;51) J p. 395. 
8Raymond E. Clift. A Guide to Modern Police Thinking (Cincinnati, 1956), p. t1. -
5) 
Feced with these problems, the watchword of todey's chiefs 
8nd of modern departments must be to train, train, and still 
train. Time must be found to do tills while performing the never-
ending job of enforcing the law B.nd preventine crime. 
One of the most eignifi. ca.nt advan res in the poli ce training 
field has been the emereence of the college and university pro-
grams, usually called programs in Criminology or in Police 
Science and Admini8tr~t1on. More And more colleges and univer-
eities ere offering courses 111 law enforce'flent. An abundance of 
education~l opportunities for hoth the aspiring police candidate 
E'no experienced police officials are available. 
College end university programs are in general of two types: 
tbe in-service aDO the pre-employment type of trsining. The pre-
employment type program~ ~re desirned primarily to attract young 
hi.gh school graduat,e$ Who des1.re to m~ke .a cereer of some aspect 
,. 
'.-
cf crim1nolor,y end lew enforcement. The tendency of theae pro-
(reMS seems to be to raise ·police \lfork from the level of e voce ... 
t,ionfll oecupat1.on ",1. th primary emphe.sis on the physical end en-
forcement especte.- t to t}'lBt of e profession concernec with social 
forces, human mot t vation t and crim& prev.nt1.on. 9 
j,dvan eed in-service lsw .n!orce-nent trFltning- ort the academic 
level such as the Delinquency Control Institute of the University 
9Internetional City Managers' Association, Municipal Pol~ce 
Administration (Chicago, 1954), p. 210. 
i ' 
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of Southern California, the School of Police P.dministrs.tion at the 
University of Michigan ~tate, and the Southern Police Institute 
at the University of Louisville, holo great promise of ultimate 
profe8sionalization of police services.10 
Local law enforcement is an expensive service, second only 
to education in the operation expenditures of municipal funds. 
Hence the comparative size &nQ nature of the crime problem faCing 
society should have a bearing upon the amount of money the people 
11 
are inclined to expend to combat crime. 'I'he crime and traffi c 
control picture of a community may not be an attractive one. but 
its details should not be obscured for crime is the concern of 
ell and a burden on the entire community. 
I 
The police problem ia rendered abnormally acute by a strong II 
I 
political element which accentuates all the normal difficulties II 
present in a large urban and industrial area. A large city ob~ 
jects to authority and t.hus is eaaily stirred to some i'om ot' ag-
gre.sive action. 
A man apPOinted chief adminiatrator of an urban law enforce-
ment department should bring ~~th him considerable experience, 
political tact, a high administrative grasp of the problems of a 
great city and an ability to explain and justity his views and 
lOnonal E. J. Mac NamB.rs. J "Higher Police Training at the 
University Level," Journal 2t Criminel ~ ~ Criminology, 
thlcago, 1950). p. 657. 
11 International Cit:y Managers' ASSOCiation, Municipa.l Year 
Book (Chicago, 1952), p. 195. 
I 
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purposes publicly to city governemtmt representatives as well as 
the citizenry. A most vital quality he should possess is physical 
bravery. 
The fact that law enforcement in any community is only as:. 
good as the people of that community demand that it be, raises 
the all-important problem of citizen cooperation. Law and order 
can be maintained only through a community partnership. The suc-
cess of this partenship is determined not only by the extent and 
quality of public aid to law enforcement but also by the ability 
of police officers to inspire confidence and justify public sup-
port from the citizens and the press. 
v.lhenever rna chine s of corruption ari~ found, there is also 
found an attitude of public indifference. Law enforcement is 
shackled and inefficient and ther".fore crime runs rampant. Wnen 
a lackadaisical attitude develops, when corrupt and unwholesome 
politicians take over, the first agency of public service to suf-
fer is the police. By the same token the influence of efficient 
law enforcment officers can turn the tide. 12 An unyielding 
stand for a right is contagious. It is the first step in molding 
public opinion. 
When a law enforcement body proves to the public that it is 
as much concerned with the establishm~nt of innocence as it is 
l2U. S. Department of (Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Bulletin (Washington) XXIX (January 1960), No.1. p. 8. 
~' ' 
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with the e.tabliahment of guilt, it wins the support of decent 
citisens. The BOoner everyone realizes that the police ~ill work 
equally .s hard to extricate an innocent person who is caught in 
the web of Circumstance., the greater will be the public confideD» 
and support for that law enforcement agency. Beyond that the .f. 
fects will be far-reaching. 
A police department should not be used to enforce standards 
o! conduct which are widely approved or to regulate the private 
habit. of the population contrary to its wish.s. Attempts to en-
force laws of this type. which are not repre.entative of public 
opinion invariably breeds corruption. 
Prejudices which are born of incompetence and nurtured by the 
suspicion of duress thrive upon doubts skillfully extracted from I! 
the testimony of untrained police officers by unscrupulous lawyer~ 
The very heart of law enforcement is at stake whenever an officer~ 
testimony is ahaken or contradicted 1n court. 
Therefore the burden of proof is becoming more and aore dif-
ficult. There is an increaSing reluctance on the pert ot many 
citizens to teatify. This 1s understandable when witnesses are 
not protected in court. from vicious .. ~ar. and when unethical 
lawyers go beyond the proper boundS of cross-examination. 
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The crime picture i8 a national disgrace. Since the end ot 
World War II, the number of serious crimes has increased 62.7 
per cent while the population has increased only 21.3 per cent. 
On the basis of estimates the next ten years will witness a 22 
per cent increase in crime over present levels while the popula-
tion will increase only 15 per cent. l ) To .eet the ever-present 
problem of lawlesaness, law-abiding citizens mU8t mobilize to 
help unshackle law enlorcement. 
When crime occurs, there has been a tailure somewhere--in the 
home, the church, the school or the community. But with the com-
plete cooperation between law abiding citizens and law enlorce-
ment, the incidence 01 crime should be materially lessened. 
It is upon the police that the whole processes of law en-
forcement depends and in whose hands rests the primary responsi-
bility tor preserving law and order in circumstances which, all 
too otten, carry great personal halards and a tremendous .easure 
ot personal sacrifice. In· carrying out the burden of preserving 
a free society against its lawless members, the poltce department 
organizationa of this country have been burdened by an infinite 
variety 01 restrictions, and the combined interference of the .. l~ 
intentioned but impractical, and, too, those who seek to corrupt 
l)U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion, UBi~3Jj Crime Reporls (Washington Government Printing 
Ottice, • p. 14. 
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the law. The task of combatting large criminal enterprises is on 
the most uneven terms. This has posed a continuing challenge 
little understood and les8 appreCiated by the public. 
In the American form of government the concept of limited 
police authority 1s inherent. It is essential to the preserva-
tion of indiVidual rights and a decent society. Too frequently, 
however, the restrictions imposed on law enforcement, rather than 
preserving a reasonable balance between the preservation of in-
dividual liberty and the interest of society in protecting itself 
from the depredations of crime t weigh the scales in favor of the 
law violator. 
Policing as is obvious is becoming more complex and diffi-
cult. The traffic problem reflected in accidents end congestion 
is steadily growing. 14 Police budgets are not keeping pace with 
inflat~4 costs. (Juvenile delinquency prevention is receiving in-
creased attention and requires more expertly trained personnel.1S 
Many other services are expected by the public, and each requires 
a trained personnel. These conditions and the trend toward the 
five-day work week for all police personnel witt: compensatory time 
for overtime duty, has resulted in many departments havihg fewer 
14Citizena Traffic Safety Board, Chicago Traffic Accident 
F'acts (Chicago, 1959), p. 5. 
lSJohn P. Kenney and Dan G. Pursuit, Police ~ ~ 
Juveniles (Springfield, Ill., 1954), p. 51. 
persons available daily for general police duty than they had 
some 20 years ago. 
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In spite of these handicaps, most police departments have 
been dOing a commendable job in providing police .ervice.. The 
excellence of the job accomplished, considering the problems and 
handicaps under which police executives are operating, 1s mest 
commendable despite the fact that most chiefs are denied their 
requests tor increases 1n personnel and aalaries and for other 
benefits that would permit an improve'Rent of the police operation. 
In addition, nearly every chief has had his ent1re depart-
ment'a efficiency and integrity denounced because of the general 
tendency to highlight the mi.takes or occasional malteaaanca of 
a few members of the department. 
The stigma ot the failure., misconduct and breaene. of 
ethics which make up sufficient reason for discharging the few 
troublemakers must be borne by the entire department becaus8 the 
public tends to generalize·the shortcomings and misconduct of in-
dividual members ot • group. The police service is not the only 
service or profeallon which sufters from the tendency to criti-
cize the entire group for misconduct or a few individuals. This 
tendency i8 not likely to change, and police administrators real-
ize the sole answer 11es in preventing the failure, misconduct, 
and breach •• of ethics which weaken the police service and lover 
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the prestige and morale of the conscientious and honorable career 
police officers who deserve the appreciation and support of the 
public. 
The unpleasant dilemma of every police chief will continue 
to be to provide more and better pollce service with little, if 
8ny, increase of competent personnel, and at the eame time, to 
eliminate the causes of unjustified damaging criticisms of police 
service. 
Effecti ve police personnel mana.gernent is the foundation of 
police adm1nistration.16 The effectlveness of a police depart. 
ment i8 proportionate to the quality, ability, morale, and in-
dustry of the men and women of the command. If a police chief 
iG handicapped by a few misfits, trouble makers, or persons lack-
ing in the ability and 1ntel.!.1gence needed for competent police 
work, his predicament is serious. Not only does their poor per-
formance bring discredit to the department, but when they are un-
reliable, the chief i8 no -better off then if hie force were de-
pleted by their number. In fact. the eftect of the incompetents 
i8 often far worse, tor they heve a demoralizing influence on the 
reat of the force, which results in wide spread dissatisfaction, 
morale problems and lowered efficiency. 
l6I~t.rnat.ional City Managers' As.ociation, Municipal Folipe 
A2!ini,tration, (Chicago, 1954J, p. 106. 
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On the other hand, when It police chief bes an industrious, 
contented anc competent group of men and women seriously interest-
ed. in providing the best possible police service, the accomplish-
ments and effectiveness of the comma.nd often Are lu!tonishing. 
Organized crime in America pr~sents a problem demanding the 
special attention of law enforcement officials throughout the 
country. ~e1ther the responsibility for disgraceful conditions 
nor their solutions rest primarily with the law enforcement a-
gencies. Only a vitally interested end indignant citizenry can 
bring to an end those political regimes which rely on the under-
world for money and votes. 
Police executives who expect to prevent the criminal element 
from thriving and becoming organized in their communities, must 
wage incessant warfare against all activities which serve the 
backbone of the underworld. Prostitution, traffic in narcotics 
a.nd liquor, labor racketeen ng, and the operation of illegal 
businesses have always been important sources of revenue to the 
underworld. The gangster element virtually never grows to stren,n 
and power except in an atmosphere of political intrigue and public 
apathy. This fact has long been recognized. 
Criminals can beco!'!!e efficiently organized when they are per-
mitted to operate lucrative rackets under a guarantee of immunity, 
and assurances of immunity can stem only fro.t'ft an alliance between 
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racketeers and officials. Police executives can not prevent the 
fornu,tion of B.lliances between racketeers and politicans, but, to 
a l~rge degree. they are in 8 position to m&ke such political-
criminal alliances burdensome if not unworkable and thus the head 
of a police department can take steps to make certain thflt h:ts 
own house is clean. 
In some instances the chief of police may know of some men 
already in his department who were originally apPOinted because 
of some political influence. He may be compelled by civil ser-
vice requirements to retain them in the department, but he is, 
nevertheless, usually in a pOSition to control their assignments, 
and officers who may be obligated to political associates, or to 
racketeering elements should not be assigned to stamp out those 
activities upon which the underworld thrives. The fight against 
organized crime must be a whole-hearted one; there can be no 
divided allegiance within the ranks of the law enforcement agen-
cies which are called upon to bear the brunt of this battle. 
\ 
CHAPTER V 
The police administrator of tomorrow mur:t possess an educa-
tion that recognizes the human ecology of 50ciety, since it is 
with their faults as well aa the crimes of mankind that he rleces-
sarily must be concerned. l This education should impart the 
knowledge of the cause of weaknesses, hence the illegal Bnd crim-
inal behs.vior of man. 
This education will include the liberal arts lind the social 
sciences, as well as the SCientific, technical and mech~nical 
pha.se of his position. It is in the field of human reLetions 
that most human beings fail. Of course, it must be understood 
that a compromise with honor and principle in order to nget along" 
with certain elements is not included in such failures. Indeed, 
it is important to be able to distinguish between the sacrifice 
of a job for the sake of principle and downright perversion. 
There should be no thOUght of compromise. One must be ever mind-
ful that his efforts should always b. expended in the public in-
terest. 
lR. D. McKenzie, nTh. Ecological Approa.ch to the Study of 
the Human Community," .I!ut City (Chicago, 1925). p. 63. 
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He must be a community leader. At least he must be willing 
to participate in community affaire and projects. He must make 
himself available for service on committee. and boards interested 
in developing youth and in areas of community welfare. 2 
The chief administrator of the future must be a teacher as 
well a8 a doer. He must be able to trana.it his own philosophy 
and his policies to the latest recruit, and do it in such a manner 
as to attract respect and loyalty. He can never achieve one hun-
dred per cent perfection; but no one can achieve that in this im-
perrect world. However, with painstaking effort and deli.berate,. 
peraevering deaign, he can accomplish a high degree of perfection. 
Dsily personal communication with top staff members is essential, 
until each of the department h •• ds are immersed in the policies 
a! the department. In turn, their enthusiasm and zeal must match 
the chief t ., and this "esprit de corps" must be fused into the 
newest man on the department. 
If the police administrator of the future 1s required to be 
Ii teacher, if follows that he must necesl8.rily raain a student 
throughout his career. Things have been happening and will con-
tinue to happen so rapidly that it will be impossible tor the ad-
ministrator to rest on his past achievements. Unl.s. he keeps up 
2Raymond E. Clift, A Guide 12 Modern Police Thinking (Cincinnati, 19;6), p. 328. 
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\\1. ttl the latest developments, he may find himself lagging behind 
too many oth er members of hi s own department t 8rx:i one ds.y dis-
cover that he has been hopelessly outdistanced and outclassed. 
Real administrative prepe.ration involves training, and this 
in turn, involves talent, time and money. Then, too, the short-
age of adequately trained policemen in the field has brought about 
an emphasis on police or patroln'ta.n preparation rather than on ad-
ministre,tive prePf,ration. Actually, attention to the administra-
tive or executive position would help to make the mo~t of the men 
that are available. 
College or university curricula designed for the executives 
of a law enforcement agency is negligible. Profe8sional litera-
ture on trle problens of law enforcem8'1t is far from adequate. 
Insofar as any department Ie eXs 8,dministrati ve leadershi p t 
that department is likely to 8uff,'r. There may be alack of com-
prehensive planning, of co-ordination, or 8elf-evaluetion.3 
There may be limited administrative growth because of inadequate 
professional inspiration and guidance. There may be inefficiency 
in personnel welfare service, in personnel records, in staff 
management. There may be only "good" achievement where there are 
possib1liti as :for excellence. There may be, .:::nd proba.bly 'Will be, 
a caliber of servi ce to the department personn el ;:md to the com-
munity which falls short of wh<:'.t law enforcement should be. 
30r l ando W. Wilson, Police Administrntion (New York, 1950), 
p. 5$. 
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Improvement ot administrative leadership in law enforcement 
will require a conViction among leaders in governaent that ex-
ecutiveship today is a profeslion which requires competent Bnd 
trained personnel. They must realis. thB.t for real professional 
leadership, executives need time free from routine duties. 
In appraising the administration of law enforcement ag.ncle~ 
there i8 much that i& encoursging. There are executives, staff 
members, here and there, really trained tor their work, with 
sufficient time free from administrative duties to give the pro-
fessional leadership needed in every unit of their responsibility. 
Almost always one finds acting as an executive, a qualified. or 
semi-qualified individual, making the most of conditions as he 
fincB them J md a statf tha.t is re.ponsi ve to whatever leadership 
is available. 
But, there are weaknesses as well as strengths in the admin-
istration of poliee departments. Some executives have little or 
no specific preparation in 8.dministration or supervision; 80me 
were chosen more for their experience or their success in disci-
pline than for their interest or ability in administration. Be-
cause of the •• conditiona, some units of a department are not or-
ganized or administered as well as they should be and thus in-
struction or communication auffers.4 
4Luther Gulick, "Papers on the Science of Administration," 
Institute g( Public ~dmlnlstrat1oDt (New York, 1937), p. 78. 
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Various reasons may be given for the •• contrasting condi-
tions. The shortage of true executives is so great that it is 
difficult to free an individual from a field assignment for ad-
ministrat1ve and supervisory leadership. Occasionally, eome 
police authorities are not convinced that administrative and 
supervisory leadership is ne.ded for etfective work at the dis-
trict or precinct level. The time and effort g1ven to profe •• 
sional leadership .tIl pay excellent dividends in executive ac-
complishment and consequently in community co-operation and sup-
port. 
Although law enforcement a8 a whole has not always enjoyed 
the best of leadership, the rank and file ot the personnel in 
the field i8 sound at the core; many prohl .. s of police manage-
~ent then are e.sily attributable to influences outside the de-
partment. The scars left by political abuse and public neglect 
are plain for all intere.ted parties to vie. and ponder as to 
their implications. 
Despite the exposures ot recent years. attention should be 
given to the questions of poliee control and administration that 
underlie a systematie program of police improvement. The ettecUv& 
nesa of police efforts is profoundly influenced by the manage-
ment patterns that are employed, and even irregular and criminal 
practices can be brought under control by them. 
II 
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Studies that can materially benefit law enforcement agencies 
may be based upon the following: 
1. 'ilie structural organilation, to determine whether 
it contributes to effective management and assures 
popular control. 
2. Police relationships with other departments and with 
the state and federal governments, to determine 
whether they are adjusted to the management require-
ments of all affected agencies. 
3. The influence of civil service administration upon 
police recruitment, appOintment, promotions and dis-
cipline. 
4. Decentralized administration in the performance of 
patrol, investigation, and traffic functiona, and 
possible economies to be derived from changes in 
the distributions of police districts orSpreclncts; and the maintenance of various services. 
5. The manner in which man power is applied to law 
enforcement and. related activitiea'6w1th an. appra.iaa.l 
of present and future require~ents. 
6. Crime reporting in police management.? 
7. Career and salary features of police services dealing 
with questiona that hold an increaaing public inter-
est and concern. 
5Internatlonal City Managera' Association, Munic!pal Pollce 
AdmiQl!tra£iog (Chicago, 1954), p. 413. 
60r l ando \II. 'Wilson, folisee Pl.nninl (Springfield, Ill., 
l.957), p. 32. 
70rlBndo w. 
p. 41. 
vtilson, Police H.ecords (Chlcaeo, 1942}, 
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Further, with the rapidly increasing rates of crime, a chal-
lenge to proper police adsiniatration 1n the reporting of crime 
statistics is found. There has been friendly competition be-
tween cities of similar size as to which make the best statisti-
cal showing. Such cODlpetition is a healthy added incentive to 
combating criminal influences. On the other hand, charges have 
been hurled that inaccurate reporting has caused a false picture 
of decreasing crime 1n certain areas. While in all fairness to 
everyone participating in the Uniform Crime Reporting Program, 
inaccurate reporting should always be brought to light; it must 
be realized that unfair or biased charges bring disrespect to the 
ent.ire field of law enlorcement.' 
Uniform Crime Reporting polic1es and management have been 
supervised by the International Association of Chiefs of Police 
aince its inception in 19)0.9 The Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion, aa in other endeavors of mutual intereat, is in a vital 
position in compiling and-publishing crime statistics. But it 
must be realizeel that accurate atati.tics can be published only 
it accurate reporting is perfected. necreased rate. ot crime in 
any given are ••• , reflect temporary credit to a department. IC. 
Slnt.ernattonal Association ot Chiefs ot Police, Manual 2!. 
Pelice Records (Wa.shington. 1929), p. 5. 
9'ederal Bureau ot Investigation, Uniform Crime Reporting 
Handbo9i (Washington, 1959), p. 21. 
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however, the deere ••• is based on • false picture, law enforce-
ment not only violate. the code of ethics but it may indirectly 
jeopardize the lives and welfare of our fellow citizens. Cer-
tainly. the city tathers will not allow increase. in personnel 
or equipment or teke other much needed action 1t they are not 
provided a true picture of crime conditions in their locality.lO 
The entire strength ot the Uniform Crime Reporting program lie. 
in accurate reporting. Law entorc .. ent. which has accepted the 
aolenm trust of preventing and controlling crime, must baa. com-
munity trust upon it. recorda. The public c~n place it. conti-
dence in law entorcement only if the record 1s kept accurately. 
Thi. 18 a constant challenge. 
The time has come tor a major effort to reatore the effec-
tivene •• ot law enforcement and to provide greater security for 
life .nd property in the urban areas. Nearly all citizens join 
in approving that purpose, though opinions may differ widely on 
the means by Which it may-be advanced. 
The critical issue of poliee morale may be exui,ned fro. 
many angles. In material rewards and benefite, salaries and sun-
dry benetits, much has been gained; but despite these generoue 
and costly additions, police morale is still depressed and police 
protection remains at an UDaatisfa ctory level. 
lOInternatlonal City Managerst ASSOCiation, Municipal P2~tS' 
Admlni,tration (Chicago, 1954J, p. 441. 
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Some basie change. clamor for attention. Only the best of 
youthful police recruits should be selected from the aany who ap-
ply tor appointment. Training tor all ranks must be lifted above 
the monotony and routine that too otten afflicts it. Pro.otions 
up through the ranks should be made on a full competitive basis 
of technical knowledge. practical experience. past performance 
and demonstrated titness tor command.ll Existing disciplinary 
powers should be exerci,ed to restrain derelictions of duty and 
to expel those .no bring shame and dishonor to other wearers of 
the unifora.12 Until thea. changes are brought about, there can 
be no swelling pride and potential prot.asionali .. , no implicit 
confidence in rellow officers, superiors and subordinates, and 
hence no high morale to give life and inspiration to the basic 
arrangements tor organi.ation and command. 
Setter police protection also will depend upon new patterns 
of patrol distribution, a aore rapid respoDse to all types of 
eMergency calls, more success in investigations and greatly ex-
panded program. tor de.ling with each day's routine duties and 
problema. More and better control of crime and stre.t traffic, 
a widened and strengthened front for the faltering attack on 
11International City Manaserst A •• ociation, Mun1ci211 Ppl,gl 
Adm1nt8~ration (Chicago, 1954), p. 161. 
l2Bruce Smith, P1Mce Slst!'S in. m United Stat" (New York, 1940), p. • 
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juvenile delinquency--the.e are goala for the entire field of law 
enforcement, not for narrow segmenta of interpretative police s.r-
vices. To achieve thea will require additional quotas of man 
power at certain critical points and lome far-reaching change. in 
administrative structure and organization. 
Mere additions to the police complement without reference to 
the soundness of enforcement policies, or the means employed to 
marshal and deploy pollee strength, fall rar short ot attaining 
objectives. Diffusion ot police gong non-enforcement tasks has 
beeome so extensive that very substantial adjustments in police 
quotas, and a consequent reduction in police costs, ean be real-
ized. The .an power that now i8 misdirected or wasted exceeds 
}I:" a considerable .argin the added components that are clearly 
required for various enforcement alm8. Thus the net result will 
be more police at the busy inter.ections and on the aide etreets. 
but far fewer poliee engaged in clerical. mechanical and minor 
activlties. Duti.s that d.o not contribute thelr full share to at-
taining salety and securlty should be modified or discontinued. 
I 
Of partlcular importance i8 the strengthening of foot patrol. 
in the areas on daya, and during the hours that require such clo.e 
surveillance. The e.sential services of foot patrol and traffic 
point duty, plus mechanized patrol should not be neglected. They 
, I 
II 
, 
"--
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can be strengthened with the aid of aan power that is tied down 
to unproductive tasks. Such an extensive program cannot be 8.C-
complished without careful preparation. A few parts of it, parti-
cularly those relat1ng to personnel controls, will require amend-
ment of local ordinances; others will involve changes in police 
regulations. But nearly all lie within the present authority 
and official discretion of the Chief Executive of the department, 
the Chief of Police. 
The following proposals are worthy of adoption in urban 
police agencies: 
1. Improved crime reporting that is acceptable to the 
Unitorm Crime Reports of the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation. 
2. An accelerated motor maintenance that raises the 
number of aotor patrol units in active service. 
). A wide variety of property controls and security measures 
for the Custodian of Property (prisoner'. property 
and evidence. 
4. Elimination of lengthy delays on police switchboards 
that greatly impair police effectiveness in responding 
to crime alarms, police calls, and improved police 
radio communications. 
5. An officially approved program for substituting 
clerks, mechaniCS, and laborers for poliee presently 
assigned to such duties. 
6. Discontinuance of costly and unnecessary assignments 
a8 payroll guards and money escorts. 
7. Marked stitfening of disciplinary policies in police 
mana.gement and trials. 
8. A radically revised training program for all police 
rClnks. 
9. ::; detailed plun to reduce man power losses through 
administrative controls over sick leave. disability 
a,nd retirement. 
10. Ansurances that emergency service p~tI~l crews ~re 
more effectively employed in general law enforcement 
duties. 
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All of these ten areas of police management sre important, 
and some of them critically so. They will introduce or improve 
numerous and varied controls over personnel and pr()perty. raise 
the standards of police service at all levels, extend the factual 
bases for executive decisions and policies, substantially enlarge 
the man power that will be available for active law enforcement 
duties, expedite and increase police responses to emergencies 
of all types and reduce the cost of police protection. 
Encouraging as these gains may be, they do not by any means 
exhaust the opportunities for improved serv1.ce. and lowered costs. 
Especially important proposals may be noted in the structural or-
ganization and staffing of the police department, Bnd the distri-
bution and functioning of a score of interrelated units that are 
charged with uniformed patrol. traffiC control. criminal investi-
gation and detection. and juvenile assistance. These involve a 
major reorientation of official policies and outlook; the police 
administrator should be entitled to adequate time to peruse their 
requirements and implications. 
7' 
~~eation8 that lie outside the official discretion of the 
chief' of' police such as a plan for a. corps of police cadet. (that 
will tap new sources and improve current recruiting and future 
leadership of the department),l3 a major realignment of civil aer-
vice patterns. new salary scalea. capital outlays for police 
structures and the leasing of district stationa in areas that are 
subject to ra.pid aoci Ell ch611ges, are worthy of Iii reet considera-
tion and action by appropriate municipal authorities. 
I.lso. the direct attention of the executi".. and legislative 
branches to the urgent need for a merit system for selecting and 
promoting policemen must be obtained. The need for modern per-
sonnel practice. has become eVident in law enforcement; the situ-
ation with respect to the police in city government is especially 
compelling and the opportunities for large improvement. are ap-
parent. 
Eftective police strength can be raised at once througb the 
usetul application of man power that 1s already available, rather 
than through the hasty appo1ntment of untrained recruits from the 
eligible lists, whose services could only be brought to bear after 
many months of theoretical and practical training. 
13Los Angele. Police Department, Annual Report (Los Angelea, 
1958), p. 8. 
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Over and ~bove the i~~edi&te reduction &nd redistribution of 
nonproducti ve police personnel, cUi &ac.itional complement 01. men 
can be placed on the streets of the cities a8 soon a8 avoidable 
losses of man power are stopped throug.h. tightening of sick leave 
controls. 'rheee procedurer; must definitely have the wholehearted 
cooperation snd approval o:f 'the chief of police but. too, civil 
ser'nce r'ules will have to be amended before the centrols can be-
come eft ecti ve. 
The law enforcement officer has long been viewed as the com-
munity custodian, defender of the public morals, and keeper of 
the peace. L.aw enforcement hal developed flexible and adjustable 
means for coping with the problema of an increasingly complex 
society. The •• agenci •• have specialized their services to con-
trol more etfecti.ely the heavy traffic burden and to reduce the 
death rate on the highways. Modern means of communication have 
become an integral part ot police department eqUipment to help 
deter swift-moving criminals on wheels. And likewi.e, lawen-
forcement agencies have adjusted their programs to better deal 
with juvenile delinquency. 
Thos. people who have devoted their l1ves to law enforcement 
must recognize the fact that they must direct .a much effort to-
ward the prevention of crimincdi ty as they do towards the appre. 
hension und prosecution of criminals, if they are to reduce the 
incidence of crime to en absolute minimum. Crime prevention aa 
I, 
,I 
I 
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such must be regarded 8S one of the most important functions of 
every police department, and the individual responsibility ot 
every police officer.14 
A program dedicated to the prevention of criminality must b. 
directed primarily towards the young, and the unwhol.some condi-
tions of environment to which they are subjected. Police person-
nel must continually s •• rch for, and remedy conditions and in-
fluences that predispose youth to crime. They should not restrict 
their search to interrogation of the arrested offender, but by 
constant observation and investigation, endeavor to expose im-
proper conditions and anti-social behaviors in their earlieat 
stages When corrective measures are most likely to succeed. 
Law enforcement officers playa strategiC role in attempting 
to prevent delinquent behavior. Every day the police observe 
large numbers of people. The police know the place. wbere youth 
tend to congregate. The police are on call whenever youth pro-
grams are being held. Eacb ot the.e contacts with representatives 
a! the community require. skillful handling, and the police of-
ficer'. manner and methods have a definite efrect upon subsequent 
attitude. the youth holds toward law enforcement. 
l4John p. Kenny end nan G. Pur8ui~, Police Work With Jsvent!s 
(Springfield, Ill., 1954). p. 13. 
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The individual police officer should alway. keep uppermo8t 
in his mind the fact that a person'. entire future attitude to-
wards law and order may depend on his first contact with law en-
forcement officers. If treated tirmly but with kindn.s. and 
understanding, much can be accomplished toward making a good 
future citizen out of a potential enemy of SOCiety. 
It is clear that the duty of law enforcement personnel and 
its administration i8 to prevent crime by all .eans at its dia-
posal. Police personnel have accepted that obligation and will 
continue to perform the task to the beat of their ability. But 
that is not enough. It 18 imperative the.t every American should 
recogni •• crime t not a8 a police problem., but as a depa.rture from 
the deep convictions that bind today 174 mill10n people into a 
secure prosperous and happy nation.lS 
In every community there .xist numerous conditions and in-
fluences that contribute to the development of a nti-social traits. 
Unfort~ately only a small. percentage of these ever become known 
to the public or private agencies dedicated to combat evil. Fre-
quently citiaens of the community who know of the existence of 
such circumstances take a "do nothing" attitude.16 
l5Harry E. Barne. and Negley K. Teeters, New Uor!z9ns 1n 
Cr1minology (Englewood ClIft., 1956), ~. 73. 
16Raymond E. Clift, A Guide a Modern Police Thinking 
(Cincinnati. 1956), p. 20~. 
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wben every citizen comes to regard the existence of a condi-
tion detrimental to the moral character of the youth of the com~ 
munity 8S serious as they would some untreated deadly contagious 
dise.se, it is then th.at they ms.y look for the cooperation needed 
and a constant crime prevention program. 
Law enforcement personnel are famili8.r with community con-
ditions that are contributing tactors conducive to crime inci-
dence. Therefore, through co-ordinated activities of other social 
a.gencie •• there can be brought about a harmonious relationship 
with all organi •• tions concerned. l ? 
The role of law enforcement becomes increasingly important 
to the general welfa.re of the Nation. With each passing year, 
it becomes more complicated end difficult. The duties become 
more extensive, And pressure. at times make it more difficult to 
achieve results. Despite the advances of law enforcement. ob-
atacle. and roadblocks are constantly being thrust in the pathways 
of policing. To meet and overcome the.e challenge. tests the in-
genuity and fitnesssto aerve. The big challenge to law enforce-
ment today is crime and its environ •• 
'When government does not protect the rights and privileges 
o! all its Citizens, then it is derelict in the discharge of a 
17Ellery F. Reed, "How Effective Are Group 'I!}ork Agencies in 
Preventing Delinquency?" Focut, XXVIII (November, 1949), p. 170. 
·1 
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ba si c duty. When au ch a cond! tio n e:xi ats. th ere can be but one 
answer--apathy and indifference r~ve superseded civic pride and 
responsibility. These are forces which cm be overcome only by 
education. 
Law enforcement has many powerful allies whose aid can be 
enlisted more extensively. Not the least of these are the re-
liable media of news dissemination. In recent years the concept 
of the "peoples' right to known has frequently been overlooked 
or even confused "uth "preDW.ture disclosure, ft the thorn in the 
side of every law enforcement officer. In this tilere actually 
should be no confl! ct because the "peoples' right to be secure" 
is the first right in any orderly society and supersedes all 
others. ~ben an apparent conflict arises, then there is the duty 
to go to the responsible heads ot news dissemination media; and 
none worthy of their public trust will not heed a t~mely request 
for cooperation. 
There 1s not a law enfQrcement agency in the land which does 
not find itself "hamstrung" by legal "fine points" seeking to 
deny people the prot.ection they eo justly deserve. Here is an 
area where the agencies of detection and apprehension need some 
help, Bno they need it quickly from law making bodies. In no 
way is this to be interpreted as Ii atll for a lessening of the 
rights of any defendant or potentia.l defendant. 
I . 
I 
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The time has come, if' society is to be protected, when the 
criteria of the admissibility of evidence mu.t be truth within 
the tramework ot a clearly defined, understandable code of pro-
cedure. There is not a law enforcement agency in the land which 
does not have knowledge of the identity of wrongdoers who have 
never been brought before the bar of juetice because of legal 
ttloopholes~ and insufficiency of legally admissible evidence. 
Then this is the work for the political branches. 
Ther. is real need for Ii wider understAnding of the problema 
with which law enforcement must cope. The active aid and assist-
ance of prosecuting attorneys is needed throughout the country 
in clarifying exactly what the police can do and what they cannot 
do, aD.d, where deficiencies occur, 1n taking the lead to secure 
corrective action. The law enforcement officer otten must act 
upon a moment's notice under circumstances which do not permit 
his seeking legal counsel. It is grossly unfair to hold law en-
forcement responsible when,there is not clearly defined procedure 
and when the courts themselves cannot agree on what is right and 
wrong even though they are not confronted with the necessity of 
instant5neous action. 
It i8 hoped that some day, the police can find some way to 
help the people of this country understand the impact with which 
the impeding of law officers i8 crashing against organised 
society, because there is certainly nothing the police can do to 
change the situation without the widest possible public support. 
Every citizen of every city and town he.s lit responsibility 
to promote the common welfare and one very important way to do 
this, is for the citizen to intereat himself in good lawen/orce-
Dlent 1n hie. community. Given a solid core of men. ~:'Ood 18.w en-
forcement spreada its influences and benetits to neighboring com-
munities and goes on and on without limit. Properly approached 
and informed, good citizens will actively support a police pro-
gram aimed at improving the department and its service to the com-
munity.IS This support can and should take the form of seeing 
that qualified elected ofriclale lIupeniee, without unwarranted ( 
interference, the operation of the police' department; that the 
chier is tree to exerciae the administration of the department 
without consideration of politics or political influence; that 
police educational programs tor personnel are implemented. Also. 
that the equipment and facilities of the police depBrtment are 
kept up-tO-date; end that the budget and salaries and conditions 
of employment are made attractive enough to gain the considera-
tion of high standard career applicants for positions in the 
field of law enforcement. 
18Smith, p. )69. 
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There are cu rrent aspect.s of the problem of crim e thH t are 
deeply worrisome. Some people ~/ould say the Unit ed States is 
having .lit "wave" of crirr;e. There is surely plenty of it--much too 
much for th e average ci ti zen t s liking. 1;;very year thousands of 
people are killed, robbed, and swindled, and numerous policemen 
are kill~d in the line of duty. Still the averttge citizen some-
times states be is not getting a "fair shake" in the courts; the 
nation ta criminal laws are outmoded and do not provide equal jus-
ti ee for all; pr1-sons cannot help the criminal and protect so-
ciety at the same time. Are these accusations unfounded? The 
writer WOuld like them answered not only through theories and 
studies but by actual effective law enforc~nent. 
~n&t solution does the future hold for the proble~ of ef-
fective law enforcement? 
This 1s "Tomorrowts Challengel" 
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THE LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF ETHICS 
A s a Law Enforcement Officer, my fundamental duty is to serve 
mankind; to safeguard lives and property; to protect the innocent against 
deception; the weak against oppression or intimidation, and the peaceful 
against violence or disorder; and to respect the Constitutional rights of 
all men to liberty, equality and justice. 
I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all; maintain 
courageous calm in the face of danger, scorn, or ridicule; develop self-
restraint; and be constantly mindful of the welfare of others. Honest in 
thought and deed in both my personal and official life, I will be exemplary 
in obeying the laws of the land and the regulations of my department. 
Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is confided to me 
in my official capacity will be kept ever secret unless revelation is necessary 
in the performance of my duty. 
I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, 
animosities, or friendships to influence my decisions. With no compromise 
for crime and with relentless prosecution of criminals, I will enforce the 
law courteously and appropriately without fear or favor, malice or ill 
will, never employing unnecessary force or violence and never accepting 
gratuities. 
I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and 
I accept it as a public trust to be held so long as I am true to the ethics 
of the police service. I will constantly strive to achieve these objectives 
and ideals, dedicating myself before God to my chosen profession-Law 
Enforcement. 
I have read the foregoing Law Enforcement Code of Ethics and 
fully understand it. I subscribe to it wholeheartedly and with-
out reservation and pledge that I will abide by it throughout my 
career as an honored and honorable member of the Chicago 
Police Department. 
RanL-_________ - ----s8--- Star No. __ ~ ___ _ 
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